Title: ‘With stocks, it’s not the econnomy’ issued on August 2, 2010, Time Magazine.

Cumulative

And

1. …, European on austerity budgets and consumer sentiment best characterized as surely,… a.1, p.18, l.21
2. It’s a good story and a logical one. a.1, p.18, l.25
3. They are small slices of ownership in specific companies, and today, those companies have less connection…… a.1, p.18, l.31
4. … and markets are deeply unreliable gauges of anything… a.1, p.18, l.36
5. …they represent and the schizophrenic mind-set of the traders… a.1, p 18, l.39
6. …the traders who buy and sell the shares. a.1, p.18, l.35
7. …a particular exchange and the country in which they traded. a.1, p.18,l.52
8. …the millennium, business, and capital have gone truly global. a.1, p.18, l.58
9. The companies of the S&P 500 now make about half of their sales outside the U.S., and if you remove geography-bound utilities… a.1, p.18, l.61
10. …geography-bound utilities and railroads,…a.1, p.18, l.62
11. …, regional banks, and a fair number of retailers, the percentage is higher. a.1, p. 18, l.63
12. Tech and industrial firms such as 3M,… a.1, p.18, l.64
13. …, Hewlett-Packard and Intel derive two-thirds or more of their sales beyond the U.S. a.1, p.18, l.65
14. …most CEO are older than 50 and once operated in a world… a.1, p.18, l.78
15. …thousands of global companies, large, and small,… a.1, p.18, l.82
16. , and you’ll find…a.1, p.18, l.82
17. … the U.S. has soared and GDP has stumbled, companies have been minting money. a.1, p.18, l.87
18. …, trades at about $32 a share and has $19 per share in cash. a.1, p.18, l.92
19. … a $500.000 home and had $300.000 in the bank. a.1, p.18, l.95
20. Their position is almost the opposite of governments’ and consumers’… a.1, p.18, l.99
21. …lots of growth little debt and mounds of money. a.1, p.18, l.100
22. …, and are now growing on a average 20% a year,… a.1, p.18, l.102
23. ...the U.S. and Japan are flat. a.1, p.18, l.104
24. Every time Apple unveils a new product and millions rush to buy it,...
a.1, p. 18, l.108
25. ...we should pause for a moment and wonder which jobs report on
Apple's health—tells us more about the world. a.1, p.18, l.109
26. ...companies and their stocks a.1, p.18, l.123

**Alternative**

**Or**
1. ...for the U.S. economy, or that of the European Union... a.1, p.18, l.35
2. ...the European Union or China, ... a.1, p.18, l.36
3. ...the economy sours or sour when the economy soars ... a.1, p.18, l.42
4. At other times, stocks have trackes or even anticipated a nation's
economic strength... a.1, p.18, l.46

5. ...Intel derive two-thirds or more of their sales beyond the U.S.
a.1, p.18, l.66
6. The same might be said of a German conglomerate like Siemens, a Dutch
powerhouse like Philip or a Korean company like Samsung. a.1, p.18, l.72
7. That may be exhilarating or troubling... a.1, p.18, l.120

**Adversative**

**But**
1. ...in the U.S. to create a toxic but fertile mix... a.1, p.18. l.12
2. But it distors reality. a.1, p.18. l.25
3. but the underlying strength of the companies they represent...
a.1, p.18. l.37
4. —but that happened in an era... a.1, p.18. l.47
5. But since the turn of the millennium,... a.1, p.18. l.57
6. But look at the actual balance sheets of thousands of global companies,....
a.1, p.18. l. 80
7. But you’d never know... a.1, p.18. l.104
8. ...but either way, it’s time to let go... a.1, p.18. l.121

**Illative**

**So**
1. For many years, American companies did most of their business in the
U.S., so their results could be expected to parallel the larger economy.
a.1., p.18, l.55
2. ...so go companies and their stocks. a.1, p.18, l.122

**Subordinating Conjunctions**

**Apposition**

**That**
1. Ominous voices began to warn that the weakness of stocks was a direct
response to the stallng... a.1, p.18, l.6
2. … an economic recovery that has lasted barely a year. a.1, p.18, l.8
3. … that allowed concern to blossom into full-bloom fear. a.1, p.18, l.12
4. The most common refrain was that stocks are weak… a.1, p.18, l.14
5. … that of the European Union or China,… a.1, p.18, l.35
6. … that stocks have correctly predicted 15 of the past nine recessions. a.1, p.18, l.39
7. … that happened in an era… a.1, p.18, l.47
8. … the companies that traded on a particular exchange and the country in which they traded. a.1, p.18, l.49
9. That means that even if the U.S. economy is a total wash, they can access other markets to maintain their growth. a.1, p.18, l.67
10. …—which makes some sense, given that most CEO are older… a.1, p.18, l.77
11. … you'll find that their fortunes have diverged from those of their national economies. a.1, p.18, l.82
12. The Shaw Group, an engineering firm that makes things like nuclear power plants in Saudi Arabia,… a.1, p.18, l.90
13. They have amassed that hoard of cash,… a.1, p.18, l.101
14. … that from the continued drumbeat about how markets reflect economies. a.1, p.18, l.105
15. … the fact that corporations now inhabit their own thriving economy, unencumbered by many of the ills of nation-states. a.1, p.18, l.116
16. … the false belief that as goes the economy,… a.1, p.18, l.122

Cause
Because
1. … stocks are weak because global economic activity is sagging. a.1, p.18, l.15

Comparison
Than
1. …, those companies have less connection to any one national economy than ever before. a.1, p.18, l.33
2. … most CEO are older than 50 and once operated in a world where what was good for GM was indeed good for America. a.1, p.18, l.77
3. …, it will be harder than ever to escape the fact… a.1, p.18, l.116

Though
1. This is known within companies, though CEOs are often susceptible to the false story… a.1, p.18, l.75

Condition
If
1. … if you remove geography-bound utilities and railroads, regional banks, and a fair number of retailers, the percentage is higher. a.1, p.18, l.61
2. That may be exhilarating (if you’re an investor) … a.1, p.18, l.119
3. … troubling (if you’re an citizen),… a.1, p.18, l.120

Even if
1. That means that even if the U.S. economy is a total wash, they can access other markets to maintain their growth. a.1, p.18, l.68

Manner
As if
1. It would as if you owned outright a $500.000 home and had $300.000 in the bank. a.1, p.18, l.94

Place
Where
1. …operated in a world where what was good for GM was indeed good for America. a.1, p.18, l.78

Time
When
1. …when the economy soars… a.1, p.18, l.42
2. …happened in an era when a strong relationship existed. a.1, p.18, l.48
3. …at a time when the economies of Europe, the U.S. and Japan are flat. a.1, p.18, l.103

Since
1. But since the turn of the millennium, business, and capital have gone Truly global. a.1, p.18, l.57

Until
1. From the beginning of May until late June, stock markets worldwide declined sharply, with losses surpassing 10%. a.1, p.18, l.1

As
1. …(as with China’s stock market, the Shanghai stock exchange, in the past year). a.1, p.18, l.43
2. At times, stocks soar as the economy sours… a.1, p.18, l.41
3. Over the past two years, as unemployment in the U.S. has soared… a.1, p.18, l.85
4. As companies report their earnings for the second quarter of 2010,… a.1, p.18, l.114
5. …, it's time to let go of the false belief that as goes the economy,… a.1, p.18, l.122

Result
As a result
1. As a result, stocks are not proxies for the U.S. economy,… a.1, p.18, l.34

Hence
1. Hence the saying that stocks have correctly predictrd 15 of the past nine recessions. a.1, p.18, l.38
Title: ‘Seeing the light’ issued on August 2, 2010, Time Magazine.

**Coordinating conjunctions**

**Cumulative**

**And**

1. …, and reverse your fortunes. a.2, p.40, l.8
2. This aphorism once applied to infiltrating and out maneuvering your foe during war.a.2, p.40, l.10
3. During last December’s climate-change talks in Copenhagen, China found itself on the defensive—and reacted with predictable intransigence. a.2, p.40, l.16
4. …CO2 emissions and take the lead in reducing them. a.2, p.40, l.20
5. The region is most often associated with religion—and with tension. a.2, p.40, l.46
6. China is already the world’s biggest maker of solar panels and has plans to. a.2, p.40, l.53
7. …, which are still largely poor and marginalized,… a.2, p.40, l.62
8. …, and be an alternative to expenditure on redundant infrastructure—an inefficient use of energy. a.2, p.40, l.63
9. Laos also provides significant hydropower to Thailand and China. a.2, p.40, l.77
10. … the Yangtze, the Mekong, the Irrawaddy, and the Ganges, among others.a.2, p.40, l.82
11. Drought conditions in China’s Guizhou and Yunnan provinces… a.2, p.40, l.88
12. … and in Vietnam are tied to the Mekong’s predicament. a.2, p.40, l.89
13. China can be a good neighbor, help the environmental, and make money—all at the same time. a.2, p.40, l.98
14. … its wealth and geography,… a.2, p.40, l.112
15. … responsibility for green house-gas reduction—and move forward. a.2, p.40, l.117
16. Everyone wins: China’s western highland regions, the nation as a whole, much nearby Asia and the global community. a.2, p.40, l.120

**Not only… but also**

1. This would not only generate cheap, sustainable energy; but it would also serve as a fresh engine of growth for China’s western regions,… a.2, p.40, l.59

**As well as**

1. … solar panels (as well as wind turbines)... a.2. p.40, l.52
Adversative

But
1. Beijing can use it today to fight the world’s common enemy global warming. a.2, p.40, l. 11
2. …, another failure later this year in Cancún, Mexico, is all but certain. a.2, p.40, l.26
3. But quicker initiative would be to convert what Beijing views as a security problem into an environmental solution. a.2, p.40, l.41
4. But Beijing should think bigger—by harnessing the 2.5 million-sq-km Tibetan Plateau to create vast fields of solar panels. a.2, p.40, l.55
5. Bhutan’s main revenue earner is not tourism but its export of hydropower, … a.2, p.40, l.74
6. But as the glaciers retreat, the rivers they feed are drying up. a.2, p.40, l.83
7. China’s economic performance has dazzled the world, but it has also sparked fear about the country’s escalating might. a.2, p.40, l.108

Yet
1. It should be remembered that the Tibetan Plateau receives some of the strongest sunlight of any place on our planet… a.2, p.40, l.46

However
1. The sustainability of this key energy source is threatened, however, The Tibetan Plateau provides the glacial source of all Asia’s major rivers… a.2, p.40. l.79

Illative

Then
1. China then has the potential to become the world’s biggest exporter of solar power, particularly to the countries in its neighborhood. a.2, p.40. l.66
2. The world can then breakaway from the blame game of history vs. responsibility for greenhouse-gas reduction—… a.2, p.40, l.115

Subordinating Conjunctions

Apposition

That
1. The saying means that in order to gain the upper hand, you should put yourself in a position of action…. a.2, p.40, l.5
2. China, along with India, argued that the U.S. should bear responsibility for historic CO2 emissions and take the lead in reducing them. a.2, p.40, l.18
3. Washington in turn demanded that developing nations curb their rising emissions… a.2, p.40, l.22
4. … remembered that the Tibetan Plateau receives some of the strongest sunlight of any place on our planet… a.2, p.40, l.47
Cause
Because of
1. Because of its wealth and geography, only China is in a position to generate solar energy on a massive scale. a.2, p.40, l.112
Comparison
Than
1. … the Tibetan Plateau receives some of the strongest sunlight of any place on our planet other than the Sahara. a.2, p.40, l.50
Condition
If
1. If this stalemate continues, another failure later this year in Cancún, Mexico, is all but certain. a.2, p.40, l.24
Purpose
In order to
1. The saying means that in order to gain the upper hand, you should put yourself in a position of action, not reaction, and reverse your fortunes. a.2, p.40, l.5
After
1. After Copenhagen, China pledged to reduce its emissions of CO2 per unit of economic growth from 2005 levels by up to 45% by 2020. a.2, p.40, l.38
• Title: ‘The light idea’ issued on August 2, 2010, Time Magazine.

Coordinating conjunctions
Cumulative
And
1. Flick it on and the glass instantly lights up… a.3, p.44, l.4
2. Switch it off and the glow immediately disappears. a.3, p.44, l.7
3. …—and Europe bans them altogether—the initial winning replacement technology will probably be superefficient, low energy LEDs. a.3, p.44, l.17
4. …—and encased in glass to protect them. a.3, p.44, l.42
5. Welsh company Lomox has patented—and hopes to license—… a.3, p.44, l.49
6. …2004 to 2008 and received 60% of its $27 millin in funding from the European Union. a.3, p.44, l.67
7. Non-European companies, including the U.S.’s General Electric and Japan’s Kronica Minolta, are also pouring resources into PLED technology. a.3, p.44, l.70
8. …, prices should fall as markets build and mass production kicks in. a.3, p.44, l.91
9. … and can last at least 20 years. a.3, p.44, l.100
10. … (and indeed already have done… a.3, p.44, l.109
11. … their size and efficiency are absolutely soluble problems. a.3, p.44, l.114
12. OLEDs are incredibly efficient already and only likely to get better in the foreseeable future. a.3, p.44, l.116
13. *And* Koch now raves about the quality of OLED light. a.3, p.44, l.123
14. *And* if lighting manufactures are right,… a.3, p.44, l.129

**As well as**
1. *As well as* Lumiblades, there’s Orbeos, 3-in. (8 cm) square tiles from Germany’s Osram,… a.3, p.44. l.78

**Alternative**
1. The wondrous object is an organic light emitting diode, *or* OLED, a first cousin of the better-known LED. a.3, p.44, l.9
2. With OLEDs, naturalistic light can emanate from entire stretches of walls, ceilings, blinds *or* pieces of furniture. a.3, p.44, l.33

**Adversative**
1. *But* like incandescents, LEDs are bulb, points of light. a.3, p.44, l.20
2. “We’re used to thinking in terms of light points, *but* this is diffuse light,” says Kristin Knappstein. a.3, p.44, l.26
3. *But* as with most high-tech products, prices should fall… a.3, p.44, l.89
4. …, *but* manufactures claim that within a few years, … a.3, p.44, l.102
5. *But* John de Mello, achemist who reserches organic semiconductors at London’s Imperial College,… a.3, p.44, l.110

**However**
1. OLEDs are, *however*, extremely expensive to make. a.3, p.44, l.86
2. …, emitting a warm, bright glow not unlike sunlight, *although* it remains cool to the touch. a.3, p.44, l.6

**While**
1. OLEDs, *while* low-energy, offer an entirely new form of lighting… a.3, p.44, l.22
2. …, *while* GE plans to launch some flexible OLED products early next year. a.3, p.44, l.81
3. …,says whittling down the cost of OLEDs *while* increasing their size and efficiency are absolutely soluble problems. a.3, p.44, l.113

**Illative**
1. … indeed already have done *so* in labs). a.3 , p.44, l.105

**Subordinating Conjunctions**

**Apposition**

**That**
1. …a glow *that* radiates from the surface of superthin materials. a.3, p.44, l.23
2. Another likelihood: transparent OLEDs doubling as widowpanes *that* let in sunlight by day, then create light by night. a.3, p.44, l.35
3. Companies are working on OLEDs encased in bendable plastic that will give the lights another design dimension: flexibility. a.3, p.44, l.4
4. …—nanotechnologies that do away with the protective layer altogether. a.3, p.44, l.50
5. Lomox’s organic semiconductors are dispersed within chemicals that protect them from the elements,… a.3, p.44, l.53
6. … a process that also cuts manufacturing costs. a.3, p.44, l.54
7. The result is OLEDs that could be painted onto surfaces. a.3, p.44, l.55
8. … multicompany research effort that ran from 2004 to 2008… a.3, p.44, l.66
9. Manufactures say that as production ramps up, increasing the size of OLED panels shouldn’t prove difficult. a.3, p.44, l.83
10. It helps that OLEDs, like LEDs, are a green technology. a.3, p.44, l.97
11. … manufactures claim that within a few years, OLEDs will match LED efficiencies… a.3, p.44, l.103
12. Last year his group fashioned 900 Lumiblades into an art installation, a wall of light that interacts with passersby. a.3, p.44, l.123
13. The fact that the surface is emitting the light is incredible—it was like glimpsing into the future. a.3, p.44, l.127
14. …, that future is quite close at hand. a.3, p.44, l.130

Comparison
Than
1. Top-quality LEDs use 80% less energy than incandescent lights and can last at least 20 years. a.3, p.44, l.99

More… than
1. … the global OLED market will grow from almost nil to more than $4,5 billion by 2013. a.3, p.44, l.96

As… as
1. Lumiblade tiles can cost as much as $32 per square inch; Orbeos tiles cost about $370 each. a.3, p.44, l.87
2. That’s about two to three times as efficient as current-generation commercial OLEDs, … a.3, p.44, l.101

Although
1. …, emitting a warm, bright glow not unlike sunlight, although it remains cool to the touch. a.3, p.44, l.6

Condition
If
1. And if lighting manufactures are right, that future is quite close at hand. a.3, p.44, l.129

Time
When
1. When an electric charge is applied, the layers light up. a.3, p.40, l.43
As
1. As the U.S. begins phasing out incandescent lightbulbs in 2012…
a.3, p.44, l.16
2. But as with most high-tech products, prices should fall as markets build
and mass production kicks in. a.3, p.44, l.89

While
1. OLEDs, while low-energy, offer an entirely new form of lighting…
a.3, p.44, l.22
2. …, while GE plans to launch some flexible OLED products early next
year. a.3, p.44, l.81
3. …, says whittling down the cost of OLEDs while increasing their size size
And efficiency are absolutely soluble problems. a.3, p.44, l.113

As soon as
1. That could be as soon as 2012, according to Philips. a.3, p.44, l.92

• Title: ‘Wining was the easy part’ issued on September 27, 2010, Time
Magazine

Coordinating conjunctions

Cumulative

And
1 … between Turkey and the U.S., Erdogan was greeted by boos.
   a.4, p.32, l.3
2. …influence of the Turkish military and judiciary,… a.4, p.32, l.28
3. … and there were thumbs-up from leaders of the European Union, an
organization Turkey has long sought to join. a.4, p.32, l.32
4. …many Turks are suspicious of the reforms of Erdogan’s motives.
   a.4, p.32, l.37
5. His critics have ick named him Sultan Erdogan for his authoritarian streak,
   and they worry… a.3, p.32, l.39
6. … his justice and Development Party,… a.4, p.32, l.40
7. … Erdogan and company are going to extend political patronage…
   a.4, p.32, l.45
8. We will continue to tirelessly work to
   develop our democracy and bring our laws to the level of universal
   standards. a.4, p.32, l.56
9. …, to increase minority rights and broaden political participation.
   a.4, p.32, l.65
10. … thousands of people were jailed and tortured… a.4, p.32, l.76
11. … by the parliament and President to Tukey’s top judiciary body,…
    a.4, p.32, l.90
12. …, the Constitutional Court, and the Supreme Board of Prosecutors…
    a.4, p.32, l.92
13. … the Supreme Board of Prosecutors and Judges, which controls most
    senior judicial appointments. a.4, p.32, l.93
14 … Kurdish minority and end three decades of fighting against Kurdish guerrillas in the southeast of the country. a.4, p.32, l.104
15. Ankara and Jerusalems have… a.4, p.32, l.132
16. And little has come of the effort by Erdogan, along with Braziliann President Louis Inácio Lula da Silva,… a.4, p.32, l.13
17. … between Iran and the Western powers. a.4, p.32, l.137

Or
1. … tortured or allowing civilian courts to try members of the military.
   a.4, p.32, l.76
Neither… nor
1. … neither Erdogan nor his party has shown any enthusiasm for a new start with the Kurds… a.4, p.32, l.115

Adversative
But
1. The home team lost 64-81, but most Turks celebrated the fact… a.4, p.32, l.14
2. But the 42% no vote was a reminder… a.4, p.32, l.35
3. But that hasn’t reassure critics,… a.4, p.32, l.58
4. But they are concerned… a.4, p.32, l.82
5. This type of system is common in democracies, but critics are alarmed by the prospect of religious conservatives in judicial roles. a.4, p.32, l.96
6. But neither Erdogan nor his party has shown any enthusiasm for a new start with the Kurds… a.4, p.32, l.115
7. But his hopes of establishing Turkey as a mediator… a.4, p.32, l.127
8. The country’s relationship with Israel has all but collapsed… a.4, p.32, l.130

However
1. The Prime Minister’s political victory, however, was greeted by many with a sense of dread. a.4, p.32, l.17
2. The absence of foreign distractions may not be such a bad thing, however as the crowd at the basketball game reminded Erdogan,… a.4, p.32, l.159

Subordinating Conjunctions
Apposition
That
1. … the fact that their side even got to the final. a.4, p.32, l.15
2. “What Turkey will see now is a series of steps that will turn him into Putin.” a.4, p.32, l.23
3. …that many Turks are suspicious of the reforms and of Erdogan’s motives. a.4, p.32, l.36
4. …they worry that his justice and Development Party,… a.4, p.32, l.40
5. People are genuinely concerned that Erdogan and company are going to extend political patronage to he legal system,”… a.4, p.32, l.45
6. …the vote that he would seek a new,… a.4, p.32, l.50
7. … *that* hasn’t reassure critics,… a.4, p.32, l.58
8. …, who point out *that* the reforms proposed in the referendum were drafted by a representative cross section of society,… a.4, p.32, l.59
9. Those who voted no will need reassurance *that* the reforms will not lead to a wholesale dismantling of secular institutions. a.4, p.32, l.70
10. …they are concerned *that* one form of authoritarianism is being replaced by another. a.4, p.32, l.83
11. … the referendum to restart stalled peace effort *that* would address the grievances of Turkey’s sizable… a.4, p.32, l.102
12. His government has so far ignored calls to discard a law *that* requires political parties to receive…. a.4, p.32, l.108
13. This works against Kurdish parties, which have no hope of mustering *that* national percentage. a.4, p.32, l.112
14. …, the disputes *that* may be hardest to resolve are at home. a.4, p.32, l.141

Contrast

Even though
1. … his party has shown any enthusiasm for a new start with the Kurds *even though* an unilateral cease fire by Kurdish rebels expires. a.4, p.32, l.118

Condition

If
1. …, more democratric constitution *if* he is re-elected in 2011. a.4, p.32, l.51

Purpose

In order to
1. … requires political parties to receive at least 10% of the national vote *in order* to get seats in parliament. a.4, p.32, l.109

Place

Where
1. …greater involvement in the Middle East, *where* he feels more at home. a.4, p.32, l.126

Time

Since
1. … *since* a deadly Israeli raid to on Turkish ais ship heading to Gaza in May. a.4, p.32, l.131
2. …have *since* been locked in a bitter war of words. a.4, p.32, l.133

After
1. …, just hours *after* he had won a decisive referendum to reform the country’s constitution… a.4, p.32, l.19
2. The Prime Minister said *after* the vote that he would seek a new,… a.4, p.32, l.49

As
1. … *as* he arrived to watch the fnal of the world championship… a.4, p.32, l.10

Universitas Sumatera Utara
2. …as the crowd at the basketball game reminded Erdogan,…a.4, p.32, l.13

Result
Thus
1. But his hopes of establishing Turkey as a mediator in regional disputes have thus far come to naught. a.4, p.32, l.129

• Title: ‘Seeing double’ issued on September 27, 2010, Time Magazine.

Coordinating conjunctions
Cumulative
And
1. There are two ways to view North-east Asia, and right now, both of them are on display. a.5, p.34, l.2
2. The first is to see the region as one of the world’s cockpits of tension, instability and potential catastrophe. a.5, p.34, l.5
3. Japan and China—one an established power,… a.5, p.34, l.6
4. …, old enmities sharpened by modern slights, real, and imagined. a.5, p.34, l.12
5. Put all those ingredients into the hot pot and it’s easy to see… a.5, p.34, l.17
6. … as a zone of peace and prosperity. a.5, p.34, l.21
7.…hermetic society and a cruel,… a.5, p.34, l.25
8. …, poor dictatorship, the modern history of South Korea and Japan,… a.5, p.34, l.27
9. …, with wealth and wealth rising to levels unimaginable 50 years ago. a.5, p.34, l.29
10. …, relations between the North and the South have been harmed by the Shinking of the South Korea naval ship Cheonan in March. a.5, p.34, l.46
11. North Korea and its patrons in Beijing are making noises… a.5, p.34, l.52
12. …between the Koreas, Japan, China, the U.S., and Russia…a.5, p.34, l.56
13. …, relations between China and Japan, awkwardly, have taken a nosedive. a.5, p.34, l.66
14. That hurts Japan’s exports, and its recovery stoll depends… a.5, p.34, l.72
15. … the Diaoyu and Japan the Senkaku. a.5, p.34, l.82
16. … Japan’s so-called evidence-taking is illegal, invalid, and in vain… a.5, p.34, l.87
17. … and the Chinese government summoned the Japanese ambassador to a series of meetings on the incident. a.5, p.34, l.87
18. The International Monetary Fund has just revised its estimate of South Korean growth this year to 6.1% and the local exchange recently hit a two-year high. a.5, p.35, l.128
19. … Organization for economic Coorporation and Development economy,… a.5, p.35, l.138
20. … regional peace and prosperity should be built. a.5, p.35, l.145
21. …, and to have Japan play a role in the world commensurate with its
economic heft. a.5, p.35, l.167

22. …, a constant reminder of the failings of smaller men and whose assumption of power in 1958 was necessary for France to break from the past. a.5, p.35, l.174

23. …, Asia’s political leaders are implementing pragmatic reforms, chasing foreign investment, foreign new industries, and taking the risks for which Japan was once famous. a.5, p.35, l.186

24. As the U.S.’s oldest and most important friend in the region,… a.5, p.35, l.189

25. … the end of Japan’s 20 year political funk, and the beginning of a period… a.5, p.35, l.203

26. … the role in the region and the world… a.5, p.35, l.205

27. … its wealth and talents suggest it should. a.5, p.35, l.205

Both… and

1. China is now the main trading partner of both Japan and South Korea. a.5, p.35, l.123

Alternative

Or

1. A region of conflict, or one of peace? a.5, p.34, l.34

2. … a succession crisis or, indeed,… a.5, p.34, l.103

3. … have been managed, more or less, for years. a.5, p.35, l.119

4. Ozawa, love him or hate him,… a.5, p.35, l.144

Neither… nor

1. … neither Washington nor Seoul is prepared to rush into an early resumption of the talks… a.5, p.34, l.59

Adversative

But

1. But here’s the second way to look a the region. a.5, p.34, l.20

2. But neither Washington nor Seoul is prepared to rush into an early resumption of the talks… a.5, p.34, l.59

3. On Sept. 13, Tokyo released the 14 man crew but kept the boat’s captain in custody. a.5, p. 34, l.93

4. Nobody—likes the way North Korea rea behaves, but its tantrums have been managed,… a.5, p. 35, l.118

5. But there is a palpable pride in Seoul… a.5, p. 35, l.135

6. It is cruel to say so, but politically the world’s second largest developed economy,… a.5, p. 35, l.146

7. But I pray for a white swan… a.5, p. 35, l.183

While

1. While North Korea remains a hermetic society and a cruel, poor dictatorship, the modern history of South Korea and Japan, a.5. p.34, l.24

2. While tension on the peninsula ramps up, relations between China and Japan, awkwardly, have taken a nosedive. a.5, p.34, l.65
3. … on the incident while the state-owned press kept up a drumbeat of anti-Japanese criticism. a.5, p.34, l.90

**Illative**

**So**

1. **So** which is it to be? a.5, p.34, l.133

**Then**

3. **Then** we would know for sure…. a.5, p.35, l.188

**Subordinating Conjunctions**

**Apposition**

**That**

1. … why commentators frequently imagine that its taste will one day be a bitter one. a.5, p.34, l.18
2. …that Kim, who suffered a stroke two years ago, is again sick. a.5, p.34, l.43
3. …in effect concludes that the Cheonan was sunk by the North. a.5, p.34, l.51
4. …that they would like a resumption of the six-party talks… a.5, p.34, l.53
5. …a sense that they will deliver in Pyongyang… a.5, p.34, l.62
6. …that it has forced the U.S. back to the table. a.5, p.34, l.63
7. …a Chinese fishing vessel that it said was illegally in Japanese waters around the islands in the East China Sea… a.5, p.34, l.79
8. …that China calls the Diaoyu and Japan the Senkaku. a.5, p.34, l.82
9. Beijing’s Foreign Ministry spokeswoman said that Japan’s so-called evidence-taking is illegal,… a.5, p.34, l.85
10. It is far from clear that North Korea is going through… a.5, p.34, l.102
11. …that Kim’s regime is any more of danger than it usually is to anyone… a.5, p.34, l.104
12. …experts on North Korea said that Kim’s regime is shifting its posture from one of “military first” to “economy first”… a.5, p.34, l.108
13. …—something that indicates political confidence other than its long suffering people. a.5, p.34, l.110
14. …that the South has managed the Great Recession… a.5, p.35, l.136
15. …by the fact that Seoul will host the next G-20 summit… a.5, p.35, l.140
16. That leaves Japan, the nation that should be the rock… a.5, p.35, l.144
17. A loss in that election would have forced Kan to resign. a.5, p.35, l.137
18. Japan, held that it would have been disastrous for Japan had Ozawa, the quintessential backroom wheeler-dealer, become Prime Minister. a.5, p.35, l.140
19. …a bureaucracy that has done little over 20 years to institute necessary reforms,… a.5, p.35, l.147
20. A Japan that managed to do that would not simply underpin Northeast Asia’s prosperity. a.5, p.35, l.169
21. …an American presence that has been a critical balance wheel ensuring
rivalries do not get out of hand. a.5, p.35, l.174
22. …the world that its wealth… a.5, p.35, l.187
23. …for sure that the real Northeast Asia is the peaceful, prosperous one.
   a.5, p.34, l.189
   Comparison
   Than
1. … it usually is to anyone other than its long suffering people. a.5, p.34, l.105
2. … indicates political confidence rather than its opposite. a.5, p.35, l.111
3. … the South has managed the Great Recession better than any other Organization for economic Coorporation… a.5, p.35, l.137
4. Ozawa’s election as leader of the DPJ would at least have made him responsible for putting his ideas into practice, rather than giving him just another chance… a.5, p.35, l.161
   More… than
1. … they will deliver anything more than bragging rights in Pyongyang… a.5, p.34, l.63
2. … its recovery stoll depends more than it would like on world markets. a.5, p.34, l.73
3. … Kim’s regime is any more of danger than it usually is to anyone other… a.5, p.34, l.104
   Contrast
   Though
1. Though popular manifestations of anger against Japan have not reached anything like the levels they did in 2005… a.5, p.34, l.94
2. Though many in the West doubted it would happen, the transition of power in 1994 to Kim Jong II from his father Kim II Sung occurred without evident crisis. a.5, p.35, l.112
3. …last winter the unemployment rate was the worst in 10 years, though it has come down markedly… a.5, p.35, l.134
   Time
   When
1. …, the succession issue has come at time when the Seoul rumor mill has it… a.5, 34, l.42
2. …, when revisions to Japanese textbooks sparked riots in Chinese cities,… a.5, 34, l.97
3. …the beginning of a period when it plays with confidence the role in the region… a.5, 35, l.185
   Until
1. …, which were supposed to handle North Korea’s nuclear question until Kim walked out of them in April 2009. a.5, p.34, l.58
2. …prepared to rush into an early resumption of the talks until they have a sense… a.5, p.34, l.61
While
1. While North Korea remains a hermetic society and a cruel, poor dictatorship, the modern history of South Korea and Japan, a.5. p.34, l.24
2. While tension on the peninsula ramps up, relations between China and Japan, awkwardly, have taken a nosedive. a.5, p.34, l.65
3. … on the incident while the state-owned press kept up a drumbeat of anti-Japanese criticism. a.5, p.34, l.90

• Title: ‘Have web, will travel’ issued on September 27, 2010, Time Magazine

Coordinating conjunctions
Cumulative
And
1. …: a traditional guidebook spanning the entire continent and a smart phone stocked with links to wikitravel.org. a.6,p.36, l.9
2. It takes its anyone-can-edit philosophy, too, and applies it to the travel world. a.6, p.36, l.16
3. … the product of a handful of writers and editors,… a.6, p36, l.19
4. … (some 24.000 and counting in the English version)… a.6, p.36, l.29
5. Globetrotting duo Evan Prodromou and Michele Ann Jenkins created the site in 2003,… a.6, p.36, l.37
6. … the project spread and the contributions started coming in. a.6, p.36, l.57
7. And when local experts chime in, it makes for entertaining—…a.6, p.36, l.75
8. …—and sometimes tongue-check—advice. a.6, p.36, l.77
9. Jenkins and Prodromou still contribute to Wikitravel,… a.6, p.36, l.87
10. …, Wikitravel has a spend and convenience the book’s publishers can only envy. A.6, p.36, l.123
11. “We have a very understandable goal and premise: the traveler comes first,” Jenkins says. a.6, p.36, l.138
12. And whether that ground is well-trodden… a.6, p.36, l.144

Not only… but also
1. Not only did Wikitravel help me locate an alternative, but it also let me leave a note for other tourists to earn them their spaghetti night might have to wait for the fall. a.6, p.36, l.131

Alternative
Or
1. …, modify or even sell the online guides—… a.6, p.36, l.97
2. …it’s online or in print,… a.6, p.36, l.122
3. …well-trodden or rarely covered,… a.6, p.36, l.145

Adversative
But
1. …, but something of a erd on the web. a.6, p.36, l.3
2. …, may tip the scales at nearly 20.000 words, but Paris, Texas, has its own small guide too. a.6, p.36, l.34
3. …, but that hundreds of others would too.” a.6, p.36, l.49
4. … still contribute to Wikitravel, but it’s no longer theirs. a.6, p.36, l.89
5. But thanks to the unique attributes of the wiki format—the site contains a license… a.6, p.36, l.93
6. But traditional publishing could learn something from the Wikitravel model too: new editions are issued every few months, the better to incorporate the latest contributions from the site. a.6, p.36, l.110
7. But whether it’s online or in print, Wikitravel has a spend and Convenience the book’s publishers can only envy. a.6, p.36, l.121

Whereas
1. Whereas guidebooks are the product of a handful of writers and editors, the English version of Wikitravel alone… a.6, p.36, l.17
2. Whereas Wikipedia is criticized for letting anyone edit its articles—who’s to say I know anything about astrophysics?—… a.6, p.36, l.63

Subordinating Conjunctions

That
1. … a hotel that no longer existed. a.6, p.36, l.43
2. The worst part was not that we made this mistake,.. a.6, p.36, l.48
3. … that hundreds of others would too. a.6, p.36, l.49
4. …—that uncensored access is a strength in the travel world. a.6, p.36, l.6
5. …the site contains a license that lets anyone use,… a.6, p.36, l.96
6. … that ground is well-trodden or rarely covered,… a.6, p.36, l.144

Comparison

Than
1. … there’s no better guide than those who have gone before you. a.6, p.36, l.147

More… than
1. Wikitravel borrows more than a prefix from the giant online encyclopedia Wikipedia. a.6, p.36, l.13
2. … the English version of Wikitravel alone is compiled by more than 40,000 contributors, each pitching in anything from full city guides to a line about their favorite local café. a.6, p.36, l.22

Though
1. Though the two seeded their travel-centric wiki with its first entries, taken from notes scribbled during their trips,… a.6, p.36, l.51

Whereas
1. Whereas guidebooks are the product of a handful of writers and editors, the English version of Wikitravel alone is compiled by more than 40,000 Contributors… a.6, p.36, l.17
2. Whereas Wikipedia is criticized for letting anyone edit its articles—who’s to say I know anything about astrophysics?... a.6, p.36, l.63
Condition

Whether... or
1. But whether it’s online or in print, Wikitravel has a spend and convenience the book’s publishers can only envy. a.6, p.36, l.122
2. And whether that ground is well-trodden or rarely covered, there’s no better guide than those who have gone before you. a.6, p.36, l.144

Time

When
1. I’m a neophyte when it comes to international travel,… a.6, p.36, l.1
2. And when local experts chime in, it makes for entertaining…a.6, p.36, l.75

Since
1. In the seven years since it was founded, Wikitravels has accumulate enough entries..a.6, p.36, l. 26

After
1. …. after a guidebook they were using on a trip through Southeast Asia… a.6, p.36, l.39.

As
1. Avoid eating marmots, as they can carry the bubonic plague. a.6, p.36, l.80

Before
1. …. taken from notes scribbled during their trips, it wasn’t long before word of the project spread and the contributions started coming in. a.6, p.36, l.55
2. …there’s no better guide than those who have gone before you. a.6, p.36, l.148